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IN TILE DISTRICT COURT OF TILE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ONBEHALF OF THE COEUR
TRIBE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
91LNEL1 AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATER CASINO AND HOTEL COMPLEX WELL
POINT OF DIVERSION
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SWL4 QQ SWL4 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PLACE OF USE
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SWL4 QQ SWL4 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PURPOSE OF WATER USE COMMERCIAL AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO
FULFILL THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCUMENTS
REFERENCED IN SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 921 ACRE FEET 039 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER IRIDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR CUALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGED LANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGED LANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR CUALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
PAGE
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUEDTO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAYCONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST RE DIRECTOR
US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE




UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN TILE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR TILE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWESTREGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH
911 NE 11 AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATER CIRCLING RAVEN GOLF COURSE
POINT OF DIVERSION
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SW14 QQ SE14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PLACE OF USE
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION SEL4 QQ NEL4 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION SE14 QQ NW14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SEL4 QQ SE14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SF114 QQ SW14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION SW14 QQ NE14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION 10 SW14 QQ SF14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION 10 SW14 QQ SWL4 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION IS NW14 QQ NE14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PAGE
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION 15 NW14 QQ NW14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION 15 NW14 QQ SE14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION 15 NW14 QQ SW14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION 15 NE14 QQ NW14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION 15 NE1I4 QQ SW14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION 16 NE14 QQ NE14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PURPOSE OF WATER USE COMMERCIAL AND IRRIGATION AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT
NECESSARY TO FULFILL THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE
DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 2805 ACRE FEET 187 CFS
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEUR RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEURALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 10679TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGED LANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEUR CPALENE AND THE ST
PAGE
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGED LANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEURDALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES LID WRTHE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTE TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
PAGE
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST RE AL DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCEMING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AT THE ADDRESS SET FORTH BELOW
VANESSA BOYD WILLARD
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COFUR DALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
911NEILTH AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATER CASINO AND HOTEL COMPLEX EXPANSION FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE SW SECTION SW14 QQ SWL4 BM COUNTY KOOTENNI
PLACE OF USE
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SWL4 QQ SW14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PURPOSE OF WATER USE COMMERCIAL AS COMPONENT OF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR RESERVATION PURSUANT TO
THE DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 921 ACRE FEET 039 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO 11 THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEURDALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEURDALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORE THAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERNIDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
PAGE
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGETHAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTH REGI DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OFJANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE




UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TILE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEUR DALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH911NEL1 AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATER RV PARK ADJACENT TO CIRCLING RAVEN GOLF COURSE FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SW14 QQ SE14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PLACE OF USE
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SW14 QQ SF114 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PURPOSE OF WATER USE COMMERCIAL AS COMPONENT OF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELANDPURPOSE OF THE COEUR CFALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 70 ACRE FEET 002 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEURALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERNTHIRD OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
PAGE
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEUR ALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAYCONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOW YOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLYCOPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLENMLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENT ARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST RE DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AT THE ADDRESS SET FORTH BELOW
PAGE
VANESSA BOYD WILLARD
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TILE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
TN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAMEAND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWESTREGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
911 NE 11 AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATERWATER PARK FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SW14 QQ SE14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PLACE OF USE
TOWNSHIP 47N RANGE 5W SECTION SW14 QQ SE14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PURPOSE OF WATER USE COMMERCIAL AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELANDPURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCUMENTSREFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 123 ACRE FEET 015 CFS
PAGEI
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROMTHE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTSAND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR CFALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL INIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWERGENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OFLAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPIMON OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER7 IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LIAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
PAGE
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTARE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGETHAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE ANDPAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST REGK DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEURCFALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AT THE ADDRESS SET FORTH BELOW
PAGE
VANESSA BOYD WILLARD
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEUR DALENE
TRIBE OF THE COFUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWESTREGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH
911 NE 11 AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY TIME IMMEMORIAL OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATER CAMP LARSON EDUCATION CENTER FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
TOWNSHIP 4TH RANGE 4W SECTION SE14 QQ NW14 BM COUNTY KOOTCNAI
PLACE OF USE
TOWNSHIP 4TH RANGE 4W SECTION 28 SEL4 QQ NW14 BM COUNTY KOOTENAI
PURPOSE OF WATER USE MUNICIPAL AND COMMERCIAL AS COMPONENT OF WATER RIGHT
NECESSARY TO FULFILL THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE
DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER31
QUANTITY RESERVED 36 ACRE FEET 003 CFS
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS
UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
PAGE
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEENTHE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UN ITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHEM THIRD OFLAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR CFALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS FOR TRADITIONAL USE OF WATER THAT PREDATES THE CREATION
OF THE COEURALENE RESERVATION THIS RIGHT WAS NOT CREATED BUT WAS INSTEAD CONFIRMED BY THE
AGREEMENTS AND EXECUTIVE ORDER OUTLINED IN SECTION SUPRA UNITED STATES ADAIR 723 F2D
1394 1414 9TH CIR 1984 THEREFORE PURSUANT TO FEDERAL LAW THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER
RIGHT IS TIME IMMEMORIAL ID ALTERNATIVELY THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER
1873 THE DATE THE RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT
ULYSSES GRANT KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
PAGE
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
FIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEUR TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGETHAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLYCOPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST RE DIRECTOR
US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEUR RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AT THE ADDRESS SET FORTH BELOW
PAGE
VANESSA BOYD WILLARD
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF MAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEIJR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWESTREGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH
911 NE 11 AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY TIME IMMEMORIAL OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATER SUBAGENCY COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEM COMPLEX
POINT OF DIVERSION
TOWNSHIP 46N RANGE 5W SECTION 22 SWL4 QQ SWL4 BM COUNTY BENEWAH
PLACE OF USE
TOWNSHIP 46N RANGE SW SECTION 22 SWL4 QQ NW14 BM COUNTY BENEWAH
TOWNSHIP 46N RANGE 5W SECTION 22 SWL4 QQ SW14 BM COUNTY BENEWAH
PURPOSE OF WATER USE MUNICIPAL AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR CFALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCUMENTS
REFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
PAGE
QUANTITY RESERVED 388 ACRE FEET 013 CFS
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROMTHE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR CFALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEURDALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEURDALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO THAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
PAGE
THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS FOR TRADITIONAL USE OF WATER THAT PREDATES THE CREATION
OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION THIS RIGHT WAS NOT CREATED BUT WAS INSTEAD CONFINNED BY THE
AGREEMENTS AND EXECUTIVE ORDER OUTLINED IN SECTION SUPRA UNITED STATES ADAIR 723 F2D
1394 1414 9TH CIR 1984 THEREFORE PURSUANT TO FEDERAL LAW THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER
RIGHT IS TIME IMMEMORIAL ID ALTERNATIVELY THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER
1873 THE DATE THE RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT
ULYSSES GRANT KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY TDWRSHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST RE DIRECTOR
US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
PAGE
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AT THE ADDRESS SET FORTH BELOW
FR I2
VANESSA BOYD WILLARD
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JLIDICL4L DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF LIAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UMTED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ONBEHALF OF THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWESTREGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH911NELL AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY TIME IMMEMORIAL OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATER DESMET COMMUNITY WATERSYSTEM
POINT OF DIVERSION
TOWNSHIP 44N RANGE 5W SECTION 23 NEL4 QQ NEL4 BM COUNTY BENEWAH
PLACE OF USE
TOWNSHIP 44N RANGE 5W SECTION 23 NE14 QQ NEL4 BM COUNTY BENEWALI
TOWNSHIP 44N RANGE SW SECTION 24 NW14 QQ NWL4 BM COUNTY BENEWAH
PURPOSE OF WATER USE MUNICIPAL AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCUMENTSREFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
PAGE
QUANTITY RESERVED 528 ACRE FEET 018 CFS
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEUR CPALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEURDALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEURDALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORE THAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
PAGE
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE ID AT 274
THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS FOR TRADITIONAL USE OF WATER THAT PREDATES THE CREATION
OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION THIS RIGHT WAS NOT CREATED BUT WAS INSTEAD CONFIRMED BY THE
AGREEMENTS AND EXECUTIVE ORDER OUTLINED IN SECTION SUPRA UNITED STATES ADAIR 723 F2D
1394 1414 9TH CIR 1984 THEREFORE PURSUANT TO FEDERAL LAW THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER
RIGHT IS TIME IMMEMORIAL ID ALTERNATIVELY THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER
1873 THE DATE THE RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT
ULYSSES GRANT KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGETHAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEURDMENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DO DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST REG 2N DIRECTOR
US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AT THE ADDRESS SET FORTH BELOW
VANESSA BOYD WILLARD
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH911NE11 AVE
PORTLAND OR97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE COEUR ALENE LAKE TRIBUTARY TO SPOKANE RIVER FISH HATCHERY FUTURE
THIS CLAIM IS LARGELY NONCONSUMPTIVE DUE TO MAJORITY OFFLOWS RETURNING TO COEUR DALENE LAKE
POINT OF DIVERSION
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PLACE OF USE
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PURPOSE OF WATER USE FISH PROPOGATION AS COMPONENT OF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO
FULFILL THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCUMENTS
REFERENCED IN SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER31
PAGE
QUANTITY RESERVED 8342 ACRE FEET 668 CFS
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OFTHE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR DALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 31891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATERAND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OFTHE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGED LANDS OF SOUTHEM THIRD OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WASTO RETAIN THE SUBMERGED LANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OFTHE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORE THAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTEM
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERSTRADITIONALLY USED THE AKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYSFOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
PAGE
THE PRIORITY DATE OFTHIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OFUSE POINTS OFDIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OFTHE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COCUR DALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OFUSE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OFTHE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OFTHE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEARAND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENT ARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWESTREGI DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE




UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OFAMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TILE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTYOF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
911 NE 11 AVE
PORTLAND OR97232
DATE OF PRIORITY TIME IMMEMORIAL OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATERCELEBRATION GROUNDSWELL
POINT OF DIVERSION
TOWNSHIP 46N RANGE 4W SECTION SWL4 QQ SWL4 BM COUNTY BENEWAH
PLACE OF USE
TOWNSHIP 46N RANGE 4W SECTION 5W14 QQ SWL4 BM COUNTY BENEWAH
PURPOSE OF WATER USE MUNICIPAL AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 141 ACRE FEET 045 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEUR RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OFTHE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 SUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER7 IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS FOR TRADITIONAL USE OF WATER THAT PREDATES THE CREATION
OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION THIS RIGHT WAS NOT CREATED BUT WAS INSTEAD CONFIRMED BY THE
AGREEMENTS AND EXECUTIVE ORDEROUTLINED IN SECTION SUPRA UNITED STATES ADAIR 723 F2D
PAGE
1394 1414 9TH CIR 1984 THEREFORE PURSUANT TO FEDERAL LAW THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER
RIGHT IS TIME IMMEMORIAL ID ALTERNATIVELY THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER
1873 THE DATE THE RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT
ULYSSES GRANT KAPLER HIDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGETHAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST REGMII DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
PAGE
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AT THE ADDRESS SET FORTH BELOW
VANESSA BOYD WILLARD
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COBUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
911 NE LITHAVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATERGOLF COURSE FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PLACE OF USE
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PURPOSE OF WATER USE COMMERCIAL AND IRRIGATION AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT
NECESSARY TO FULFILL THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR
DALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE
DOCUMENTSREFERENCED IN SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 3420 ACRE FEET 228 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROMTHE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTSAND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION
IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR CVALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL
AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND
THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES7 ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
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IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORMHAS BEEN DEVELOPED
IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION
THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEUR
ALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DO DONOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST REG DIRECTOR
US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT
THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE




UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN TILE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
TN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEURDALENIE
TRIBE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWESTREGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
9L1NELL AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY TIME IMMEMORIAL OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATERSELFSUPPLIED RURAL RESIDENTIAL HOUSEHOLDS FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
UNDETERMINED CURRENT AND FUTURE LOCATIONS 979 WELLS IN KOOTENAI AND BENEWALI COUNTIES
PLACE OF USE
UNDETERMINED LOCATIONS IN KOOTENAI AND BENEWALI COUNTIES
PURPOSE OF WATER USE DOMESTIC AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COCURDALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO
THE DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
PAGE
QUANTITY RESERVED ACRE FEET IS SUFFICIENT TO SERVICE THE EQUIVALENT OF 979 WELLS AT
STATUTORY LIMIT OF 13000 GPD 004 CFS FOR EACH WELL
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE
STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION
SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 SUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE
OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
PAGE
THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS FOR TRADITIONAL USE OF WATER THAT PREDATES THE
CREATION
OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION THIS RIGHT WAS NOT CREATED BUT WAS INSTEAD CONFINNED BY THE
AGREEMENTS AND EXECUTIVE ORDER OUTLINED IN SECTION SUPRA UNITED
STATES ADAIR 723 F2D
1394 1414 9TH CIR 1984 THEREFORE PURSUANT TO FEDERAL LAW THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER
RIGHT IS TIME IMMEMORIAL ID ALTERNATIVELY THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT
CLAIM IS NOVEMBER
1873 THE DATE THE RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT
ULYSSES GRANT KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORMHAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE
RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE
AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OFAUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST RE AI DIRECTOR
US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
PAGE
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO
THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AT THE ADDRESS SET FORTH BELOW
VANESSA BOYD WILLARD
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
TN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAMEAND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ONBEHALF OF THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH911NE11 AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATERBIOFUEL PLANT FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PLACE OF USE
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PURPOSE OF WATER USE INDUSTRIAL AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELANDPURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCUMENTS
REFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 5830 ACRE FEET 202 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ONNOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR CFALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL
AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWERGENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OFTHE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OFTHE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE
OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
PAGE
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST REG DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE




UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSG 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
TN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEIJR DALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH911NE11 AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATERCOMBINED CYCLE COMBUSTION TURBINE GASFIRED PLANT FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PLACE OF USE
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PURPOSE OF WATER USE INDUSTRIAL AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE
DOCUMENTSREFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 500 ACRE FEET 017 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROMTHE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ONNOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEURWALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OFCONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 SUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGED LANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEURDALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LLAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
PAGE
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FONN HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGETHAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DO DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST REGCDIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE




UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEUR
TRIBE OF THE COEUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWESTREGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH911NE1L AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATER GOLF COURSE POND MAINTENANCE FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PLACE OF USE
UNDETERMINED LOCATION IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PURPOSE OF WATER USE POND LEVEL MAINTENANCE AS COMPONENT OF WATER RIGHT
NECESSARY TO FULFILL THE HOMELAND PURPOSE
OF THE COEUR DALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE
DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 68 ACRE FEET 002 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROMTHE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTSAND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COCUR TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWERGENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEUR ALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR ALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFINNED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE
OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEUR TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEUR DALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
PAGE
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEURDALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DO DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST REGA1 DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE




UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUIICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OFTHE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
9LLNE1L AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATERFIVE SUPPRESSION SUPPLY PUTANDTAKE FISHING PONDS FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
UNDETERMINED LOCATIONS IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PLACE OF USE
UNDETERMINED LOCATIONS IN KOOTENAI OR BENEWAH COUNTIES
PURPOSE OF WATER USE POND LEVEL MAINTENANCE FIRE SUPPRESSION AS COMPONENT
OF
WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE
COEUR DALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT
TO THE DOCUMENTSREFERENCED IN SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 95 ACRE FEET 002 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF
IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEUR DALENE INDIAN RESERVATION
SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL
AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWERGENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR DASENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGEDLANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE
OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEURALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO THAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERNIDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER 1873 THE DATE THE
RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ULYSSES GRANT
KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
PAGE
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUEDTO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE
STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAYCONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY
THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEURDALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLENMLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHWEST REGPM DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT
THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO
THE




UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTYOF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION NOTICE OF CLAIM
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER




NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE OF THE COEUR DALENE LNDIAN RESERVATION ACTING THROUGH THE
NORTHWEST REGIONAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TH911NE11 AVE
PORTLAND OR 97232
DATE OF PRIORITY TIME INUNEMORIAL OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE NOVEMBER 1873
SOURCE GROUNDWATERMUNICIPAL WELLS FUTURE
POINT OF DIVERSION
UNDETERMINED LOCATIONS IN KOOTENAI AND BENEWAH COUNTIES
PLACE OF USE
UNDETERMINED LOCATIONS IN KOOTENAI AND BENEWAH COUNTIES
PURPOSE OF WATER USE MUNICIPAL AS COMPONENTOF WATER RIGHT NECESSARY TO FULFILL
THE HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN
SECTION AND THE PROVISIONS IN SECTION 10 INFRA
PERIOD OF USE JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 31
QUANTITY RESERVED 10345 ACRE FEET 357 CFS
PAGE
BASIS OF CLAIM THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM STEMS FROM THE DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS ARTICULATED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN WINTERS UNITED
STATES 207 US 564 1908 AND ITS PROGENY AS WELL AS THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CREATION OF THE COEUR ALENE RESERVATION INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE AGREEMENT DATED JULY 28 1873 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE
TRIBE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT GRANT ON NOVEMBER 1873 KAPLER INDIAN
AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904 AND THE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 26 1887 BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE COEURDALENE TRIBE RATIFIED BY ACT OF CONGRESS DATED MARCH 1891 26
STAT 1027
10 OTHER PROVISIONS
THIS CLAIM IS ONE IN SERIES THE UNITED STATES IS MAKING FOR WATERS FROM
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN THE NORTH IDAHO ADJUDICATION IN THE STATE OF IDAHO
TO FULFILL THE PERMANENT HOMELAND PURPOSE OF THE COEURDALENE INDIAN RESERVATION SUCH PRESENT
AND FUTURE PURPOSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO DCMI DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT FISH PROPAGATION LAKE LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WATER STORAGE POWER GENERATION RELIGIOUS CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL TRANSPORTATION
STOCKWATER AND WILDLIFE AESTHETICS AND RECREATION
THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COEUR RESERVATION
INCLUDING THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND STATUTES WAS ANALYZED BY THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN IDAHO
UNITED STATES 533 US 262 2001 IDAHO II THE NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNITED STATES AND THE COEUR
DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 210 F3D 1067 9TH CIR 2000 AND THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN UNITED STATES AND COEUR DALENE TRIBE IDAHO 95 FSUPP2D 1094 IDAHO
1998
IN IDAHO II THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THE UNITED STATES RESERVED IN TRUST FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE THE SUBMERGED LANDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST
JOE RIVER WITHIN THE CURRENT BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION 533 US 262 2001 IN SO HOLDING
THE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMED THE OPINION OF THE DISTRICT COURT WHICH HAD FOUND THAT PURPOSE OF
THE 1873 EXECUTIVE RESERVATION WAS TO RETAIN THE SUBMERGEDLANDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TRIBE 95
FSUPP2D 1094 1102 IDAHO 1998
PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE RESERVATION IN 1873 THE COEURDALENE TRIBE HELD
ABORIGINAL TITLE TO MORETHAN 35 MILLION ACRES IN WHAT IS NOWNORTHERN IDAHO AND NORTHEASTERN
WASHINGTON INCLUDING THE AREA OF LAKE COEURDALENE AND THE ST JOE RIVER IDAHO II 533 US
262 265 2001 TRIBAL MEMBERS TRADITIONALLY USED THE LAKE AND ITS RELATED WATERWAYS FOR
FOOD FIBER TRANSPORTATION RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ID AT 265 RIGHT TO CONTROL THE
LAKEBED AND ADJACENT WATERS WAS TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRIBE ID AT 274
THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS FOR TRADITIONAL USE OF WATER THAT PREDATES THE CREATION
OF THE COEURDALENE RESERVATION THIS RIGHT WAS NOT CREATED BUT WAS INSTEAD CONFIRMED BY THE
AGREEMENTS AND EXECUTIVE ORDER OUTLINED IN SECTION SUPRA UNITED STATES ADAIR 723 F2D
PAGE
1394 1414 9TH CIR 1984 THEREFORE PURSUANT TO FEDERAL LAW THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER
RIGHT IS TIME INUNEMORIAL ID ALTERNATIVELY THE PRIORITY DATE OF THIS WATER RIGHT CLAIM IS NOVEMBER
1873 THE DATE THE RESERVATION WAS ESTABLISHED BY AN EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY PRESIDENT
ULYSSES GRANT KAPLER INDIAN AFFAIRS LAWS AND TREATIES 837 1904
IN ORDER TO COMPLY WILH IDAHO CODE 4214091 THE UNITED STATES HAS
DESIGNATED PLACES OF USE POINTS OF DIVERSION AND PURPOSES OF USE IN SUBMITTING THIS WATER
RIGHTS CLAIM THIS PROPOSED WATER RIGHT CLAIM FORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AND
AT THE REQUEST OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES IDWR THE USE OF THIS FORMAT AS
REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE AND AS REQUESTED BY IDWR SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT EITHER THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBES FUTURE USE OF WATER AT OTHER POINTS OF DIVERSION PLACES
OF USE OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RESERVATION THE STATUTES TERMINOLOGY
HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE AMOUNT CLAIMED IS NECESSARY JUSTIFIABLE AND
AVAILABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSE OF THE RESERVATION AS HOMELAND FOR
THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE THE
QUANTIFICATION STANDARDS USED IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE WATER BY THE
UNITED STATES OR THE COEUR DALENE TRIBE
11 SIGNATURES
BY SIGNING BELOW ACKNOWLEDGETHAT HAVE RECEIVED READ AND UNDERSTAND THE
FORM ENTITLED HOWYOU WILL RECEIVE NOTICES IN THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER
BASIN ADJUDICATION
DODO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AND PAY SMALL ANNUAL FEE FOR MONTHLY COPIES
OF THE DOCKET SHEET
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT AM STANLEY SPEAKS REGIONAL DIRECTOR US BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS THAT HAVE SIGNED THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT IN THE SPACE BELOW AS REGIONAL
DIRECTOR US BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND THAT THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING
DOCUMENTARE TRUE AND CORRECT
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED AGENT
TITLE AND ORGANIZATION NORTHV EST REGC DIRECTOR
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WILL REPRESENT THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COEUR DALENESPOKANE RIVER BASIN
ADJUDICATION
PAGE
ALL NOTICES FILINGS AND CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AT THE ADDRESS SET FORTH BELOW
VANESSA BOYD WILLARD
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
INDIAN RESOURCES SECTION
550 FORT STREET MSC 033
BOISE IDAHO 83724
ATTORNEY FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DATED THIS 30TH DAY OF JANUARY 2014
PAGE
